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fSteln A H & BaileyM M. The socializationof achievementorientationin females.

Psycho!.Bull. 80:345-66,1973.
[PennsylvaniaStateUniversity, University Park,PA]

The literature on females’ achievement-related
behavior was reviewed by examining the effects of
sex role expectations, parental socialization prac-
tices, and related personal dispositions such as
anxiety about failure and locus of control. The hy-
pothesis that affiliation is a primary goal of fe-
males’ achievement striving was challenged. [The
Social Sciences Citation Index~(SSCIa) indicates
that this paper has been cited in over 175 publica-
tiOns since 1973.]
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“The mid-i 960s, when I finished grad-

uate school, was an exciting time of na-
tional ferment about poverty, racism,
and equal opportunity. One hypothesis
proposed by educators and social crit-
ics of the time was that boys’ academic
motivation was impaired because they
considered school a feminine environ-
ment. That notion seemed overly sim-
pie to me. Instead, I proposed that
children learn to view some areas of
school achievement as feminine and
others as masculine, and that the moti-
vation of both genders in particular do-
mains of school achievement is affect.
ed by these sex role concepts.

“This line of reasoning led to a series
of studies investigating the develop-
ment of sex role concepts about
achievement and the effects of such
concepts on achievement behavior.1.2

That work provided the scholarly roots
of this Citation Classic ~. But the social
movements of the early 1970s played
an equally important role in the fi-
nal product. The women’s movement
brought an awareness of females’ ‘dis-

advantage’ in education and ultimate
achievement. Social scientists also
began to recognize that most psycho-
logical theories applied more accurate-
ly to men than to women, partly be-
cause the theories were formulated
about men in the first place. That was~
certainly true of McClelland’s3 classic
early work on achievement motivation
which was confined almost entirely to
males, partly because initial studies
failed to confirm the theory for fe-
males.

“At Pennsylvania State University, a
group of women graduate students or-
ganized a seminar on the psychology of
women, and one of them, Peggy Bailey,
worked closely with me. We wrote this
review of the literature, attempting
some theoretical formulations about
female achievement orientations. One
of the most controversial aspects of the
paper is a challenge to the widespread
belief that females’ achievement ef-
forts are motivated primarily by the
need for affiliation or for social ap-
proval. We concluded instead that fe-
males’ achievement efforts are often fo-
cused on different content domains
than those of males; one of those con-
tent domains is social skill.

“This research has been widely cited
because it was part of a major reorien-
tation of personality theory by scholars
interested in females. It was followed in
the journal by Constantinople’s4 semi-
nal challenge to the assumptions under-
lying previous measures of femininity
and masculinity. The psychology of
women as a field was born in that peri-
od. Research on sex-typing since that
time bears the stamp of new ways of
conceptualizing the processes in-
volved.”5
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